Among humans, however, both formants and pitch independently predict the substantial variation in body size (e.g., height) between adults and children or between sexes (Peterson & Barney, 1952; Titze, 1989) , but only formants reliably predict size within adults of the same sex. Indeed, most studies that have examined the relationship between formants and body size in humans report a significant negative relationship, even when sex and age are controlled for (Bruckert, Liénard, Lacroix, Kreutzer, & Leboucher, 2006; Evans, Neave, & Wakelin, 2006; González, 2004 González, , 2006 Greisbach, 1999; Puts, Apicella, & Cardenas, 2012; Rendall, Kollias, Ney, & Lloyd, 2005; Sell et al., 2010 ; but see Collins, 2000) . In contrast, most studies that have examined the relationship between voice pitch and body size report no significant relationship when sex and age are controlled for (Bruckert et al., 2006; Collins, 2000; González, 2004 González, , 2007 Hamdan et al., 2012; Hollien & Jackson, 1973; Künzel, 1989; Lass & Brown, 1978; Majewski, Hollien, & Zalewski, 1972; Sell et al., 2010; van Dommelen & Moxness, 1995 ; but see Collins & Missing, 2003; Evans et al., 2006; Graddol & Swann, 1983; Puts et al., 2012) .
There are a number of possible, nonmutually exclusive explanations for the lack of a robust physical relationship between voice pitch and size within groups of same-sex adults in humans, relative to the more reliable relationship between formants and size (see, e.g., González, 2006; Kreiman & Sidtis, 2011; Rendall et al., 2007) . Among these is the proposition that formants, unlike pitch, are closely tied to and constrained by anatomical structures related to body size and may as a consequence predict size more reliably than pitch (Fitch, 1997) . Indeed, formants are related to the length and dimensions of the vocal-tract that are constrained by an individual's skull and body size (Fitch, 2000a (Fitch, , 2000b Fitch & Giedd, 1999) . Conversely, pitch is produced by the vocal folds within the larynx that is made up of soft tissue and that develops independently of body size (Lieberman, McCarthy, Hiiemae, & Palmer, 2001) . Vocal fold development and voice pitch are instead largely influenced by exposure to testosterone. At puberty, testosterone thickens and lengthens boys' vocal folds causing voice pitch to drop (Harries, Hawkins, Hacking, & Hughes, 1998; Lee, Potamianos, & Narayanan, 1999) , and there continues to be a negative relationship between circulating levels of testosterone and pitch in adult men (Dabbs & Mallinger, 1999; Evans, Neave, Wakelin, & Hamilton, 2008) . Most of the variation in voice pitch across individuals is therefore tied to developmental differences and to sexual dimorphism, whereas pitch and size are largely unrelated within age-sex classes.
It should be noted that although formants predict size both between and within age-sex classes, the relationship is nevertheless considerably weaker among same-sex adults. This is because there is far less variation in size among same-sex than opposite sex adults and because vocal-tract length and height are not perfectly correlated (see, e.g., Fitch & Giedd, 1999; Patterson et al., 2008) .
Voice pitch and formants have been shown to have independent effects on listeners' perceptions of body size (Pisanski, Mishra, & Rendall, 2012; Pisanski & Rendall, 2011; Rendall et al., 2007) but may also interact to affect perceptions of size . When plotted on log-log coordinates, this interaction takes the form of an ellipse, wherein pitch has a linear effect on size perception for voices whose formants represent those of adult men and women (see Patterson et al., 2008 , for a detailed discussion). Voice pitch and formants have also been shown to interact in a similar manner to affect speech perception more generally (e.g., relative syllable recognition; Vestergaard, Fyson, & Patterson, 2009 .
Perception of Body Size From the Voice
What is perhaps most interesting about listeners' voice-based perceptions of body size is that they do not always map onto what we know about the physical relationships between the voice and size. Despite the lack of a robust physical relationship between pitch and size among adult men or women, listeners consistently associate low voice pitch, in addition to low formants, with perceived largeness even at the within-sex level (Feinberg et al., 2005; Pisanski, Mishra, & Rendall, 2012; Pisanski & Rendall, 2011; van Dommelen & Moxness, 1995) . The puzzling perceptual association between pitch and size among same-sex adults has been termed a misattribution bias (Rendall et al., 2007) , presumably driven by erroneous overgeneralization of sound-size relationships (González, 2006; Rendall et al., 2007) . Indeed, voice pitch has long been thought to reduce the accuracy of voice-based size assessment and to explain why listeners are generally poor at accurately estimating body size from speech (Bruckert et al., 2006; Collins, 2000; Greisbach, 1999; Rendall et al., 2007) . Based on this hypothesis, voice pitch is predicted to interfere with accurate size assessment.
Although previous work has established perceptual relationships among voice pitch, formants, and body size, few studies have examined how the accuracy of listeners' size assessments might vary as a function of these two voice features. Rendall et al. (2007) found that listeners assessed men's relative body size using formants more accurately when pitch was matched between vocalizers than when the shorter male in the pair had relatively lower pitch. Although this work suggests that listeners use formants as well as voice pitch to assess size within sexes, there has been no direct test of how the accuracy of listeners' assessments is affected when pitch is present or absent from the acoustical signal.
1 Such empirical investigations will be fundamental to understanding the degree to which voice pitch or formants are honest and reliable indicators of size among humans at the within-sex level, and whether the perceptual association of low pitch with large size is erroneous for same-sex adults.
If voice pitch confounds accurate body size assessment, as has previously been suggested, we would expect accuracy to increase when pitch cues are absent. To directly test the effect of voice pitch on size assessment accuracy within sexes, we examined listeners' accuracy among speech types where pitch cues were present versus entirely absent. In unvoiced, whispered speech, vocal folds do not produce periodic pulses; therefore, F 0 and the perception of pitch are absent but formants are present. Likewise, three-formant sine-wave speech (SWS), while intelligible (Remez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1981) , contains only three time-varying sinusoids matching the frequency pattern of the first three formants (F 1 -F 3 ) of the original voice recording.
Experiment 1: Does Voice Pitch Confound Size
Assessment Accuracy?
In Experiment 1, we used whispered speech and SWS to examine listeners' ability to assess relative body size from natural or abiological speech devoid of pitch, and compared this to listeners' accuracy from natural modal speech (regular voiced register) that contains pitch (Figure 1 ; see also Supplemental Materials, Audio S1-S4). We did this to directly test whether voice pitch does, in fact, confound the accuracy of listeners' body size assessments. We also examined how size assessment accuracy varied as a function of the relative height between men and the relative pitch and/or formant structure of men's voices.
Participants
Seventy-seven women (age ϭ 18.8 Ϯ 1.7 years) were recruited from the psychology undergraduate research pool at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, to provide voice-based assessments of men's body size. All participants received partial course credit and provided informed consent. Each listener was randomly assigned to assess the relative size of one of four male groups, each containing 15 different male-male vocalizer pairs (Group 1: n ϭ 20 listeners; Group 2: n ϭ 19; Group 3: n ϭ 20; Group 4: n ϭ 18, see Materials and Table A1 [in Appendix] for information regarding the vocalizer groups and pairs).
Materials
Male sample characteristics. Thirty men (age ϭ 19 Ϯ 2.7 years) were recruited from the psychology undergraduate research pool at McMaster University to provide voice recordings for use as stimuli in Experiments 1-3. We measured men's height directly using metric tape while blind to the acoustic properties (e.g., pitch and formants) of the men's voices. The average height of the men in our sample (M Ϯ SD height: 178.9 Ϯ 6.3 cm) compares well with that of the general population of Canadian men (where M ϭ 175 cm; Shields, Gorber, Janssen, & Tremblay, 2011) . The range of heights in our sample (167-193 cm) is comparable to the ranges in past studies that have assessed relationships between the voice and size in men (e.g., Bruckert et al., 2006; Evans et al., 2006; González, 2004 González, , 2007 Hamdan et al., 2012; Hollien & Jackson, 1973; Majewski et al., 1972; Künzel, 1989) . The mean difference in height between men in stimulus pairs used to assess the accuracy of listeners' relative size assessments was 7.42 Ϯ 5.58 cm and ranged from 0 -21 cm (Table A1 ). The acoustic properties of men's voices (see Voice Measurement and Table A2 ) agree well with those of previous samples of English-speaking men (Bachorowski & Owren, 1999; Pisanski & Rendall, 2011; Puts, Apicella, & Cardenas, 2012) .
Voice recording. We recorded men's voices in both voiced (modal) and unvoiced (whispered) registers in an anechoic soundcontrolled booth using a Sennheiser MKH 800 condenser microphone with a cardioid pick-up pattern and at an approximate distance of 5-10 cm. Speech recordings were of the five Canadian English monophthong vowels, /ɑ/ as in "father," /i/ as in "see," /ε/ as in "bet," /o/ as in "note," and /u/ as in "boot" (to listen, access Supplemental Materials, Audio S1 and S2). Several previous studies have used this sequence of vowel sounds in isolation (Bruckert et al., 2006; Collins, 2000; Collins & Missing, 2003; Feinberg et al., 2005) or embedded in a single-syllable phrase containing one Figure 1 . Four types of speech stimuli. Amplitude waveforms (top of each panel) and broadband spectrograms (bottom of each panel) illustrating the vowel /ε/ (spoken by a stimulus male, age 18, 187 cm tall, modal /ε/ F 0 ϭ 100 Hz, F 1-F 3 ϭ 706, 1809, 2848 Hz) for (a) modal speech, (b) whispered speech, (c) modal SWS (synthesized from a), and (d) whispered SWS (synthesized from b). In each panel, the x-axis represents time (0 -0.33 s) and the y-axis represents changes in air pressure (waveform) and frequency (spectrogram; 0 -4 kHz) over time. Modal speech contains voice pitch (as can be observed from the glottal-pulses present in panel a only), whereas whispered and SWS do not. F 1 -F 3 represent the first three formants. All speech stimuli used in Experiments 1-3 consisted of the five English monophthong vowels, /ɑ/, /i/, /ε/, /o/, and /u/. See also Supplementary Materials, Audio S1-S4 The color version of this figure appears in the online article only. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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3 VOICE PITCH FACILITATES BODY SIZE ASSESSMENT or more consonants (Pisanski et al., 2012; Pisanski & Rendall, 2011; Rendall et al., 2007) to assess listeners' voice-based perceptions of body size (see Ives, Smith, & Patterson, 2005 for discrimination thresholds in size perception from vowels and syllable phrases). Audio was digitally encoded with an M-Audio Fast Track Ultra interface at a sampling rate of 96 kHz and 32-bit amplitude quantization, and stored onto a computer as PCM WAV files using Adobe Soundbooth CS5 version 3.0. Voice measurement. All acoustic measurements were performed in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013) and taken from the central, steady-state portion of each vowel. For modal speech, we measured mean F 0 and perceived pitch using Praat's autocorrelation algorithm with a search range set to 65-300 Hz. Perceived pitch was measured in three scales: semitones (re 1 Hz), mel, and equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB). The latter two scales are quasi-logarithmic. Tables A2 and A3 provide summary statistics of pitch measures.
For both modal and whispered speech, formants F 1 -F 4 were measured using the Burg Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) algorithm. Formants were first overlaid on a spectrogram and manually adjusted until the best visual fit of predicted onto observed formants was obtained. This method of formant measurement has been used by a number of studies examining the relationship between formants and physical or perceived body size (Evans et al., 2006; Feinberg et al., 2005; González, 2004; Greisbach, 1999; Pisanski & Rendall, 2011; Rendall et al., 2005 Rendall et al., , 2007 . Although the LPC method has been criticized for potentially reporting a harmonic of the fundamental in the place of F 1 in measurements of modal speech (Turner, Walters, Monaghan, & Patterson, 2009 ), we confirmed that this was not the case for our own formant measurements. We did this by normalizing formant frequencies to F 0 (formant frequency/F 0 ) and plotting their frequency of occurrence (see Turner et al., 2009, their Figure 6 ). In our voice sample, formants that were integer multiples of F 0 were not more common than were other formant values, indicating that our formant measurements showed no systematic bias or error. Mean F 1 -F 3 values for synthesized modal and whispered SWS were equivalent to those of the corresponding natural speech. Table A2 provides summary statistics of formant F 1 -F 4 measures.
In addition to F 1 -F 4 , we computed several measures of formant structure that have previously been used to assess the relationship between formants and body size among humans and other species. For all derivations, n is the total number of formants measured (n ϭ 4) and F i is the frequency of the ith formant in Hz. Average formant frequency, F n (Pisanski & Rendall, 2011 ) is given by:
Apparent vocal-tract length (VTL; adapted from Fitch, 1997 ) is given by:
where i refers to the formant number and c is the speed of sound in a uniform tube with one end closed, c ϭ 35,000 cm/s. Formant position (P f ; Puts et al., 2012 ) is given by:
where F= i is the standardized ith formant. Formant dispersion, D f (Fitch, 1997; Fitch & Giedd, 1999 ) is given by:
Geometric mean formant frequency (MFF; Irino, Aoki, Kawahara, & Patterson, 2012; Ives et al., 2005; ) is given by:
Like previous work (Jovičić, 1998) , we found that the absolute values of F 1 -F 4 were in some cases higher for whispered than for modal vowels (Table A2) . Critically, however, whispering did not significantly affect the relative difference in formants between paired vocalizers and thus was unlikely to affect listener's relative assessments of size. In both modal and whispered speech, the taller male in the pair always had lower F 1 -F 4 values relative to the shorter male, and relative differences in F 1 , F 2 , and F 4 were not statistically different between modal and whispered speech (Table  A4) .
Editing and creation of speech type stimuli. Copies of each original voice recording (30 modal, 30 whispered) were edited using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013) . Vowels were flanked by 250 ms of silence resulting in modal and whispered voice stimuli that were 3.46 Ϯ 0.41 and 3.59 Ϯ 0.37 s in duration, respectively. A copy of each modal and whispered voice stimulus was additionally resynthesized into three-formant SWS in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013;  Figure 1 ). This type of minimal speech synthesis involves creating three time-varying sinusoids that match the frequency pattern of the first three formant frequencies (F 1 -F 3 ) of the original voice recording (Remez et al., 1981) . Synthesized SWS is devoid of the majority of the acoustic information present in natural and voiced human speech, including F 0 and its harmonics. Nevertheless, the formant information embedded in the sinusoidal pattern is sufficient to elicit the percept of intelligible speech (i.e., vowel sounds, Remez et al., 1981 ; to listen, access Supplemental Materials, Audio S3 and S4). All stimuli were amplitude normalized to 70 dB RMS SPL and played back at constant amplitude within participants.
Pairing of speech stimuli. To pair speech stimuli, the 30 male vocalizers were first pseudorandomly paired four separate times (Groups 1-4), ensuring only that each pairing occurred no more than once among all four groups, resulting in 60 unique male-male pairs (15 pairs per group). Table A1 summarizes the means and ranges of height differences between men. Height differences did not differ significantly across the four groups, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA): F(3,56) ϭ 0.067, p ϭ .997. Speech stimuli were then paired within each speech type (e.g., modal-modal), resulting in 60 stimulus pairs per speech type and 240 in total. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Procedure
All experiments were approved by the McMaster Research Ethics Board and comply with the American Psychological Association's Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct. The experiment was conducted in the Voice Research Laboratory at McMaster University. Each listener was randomly assigned to assess the relative size of one of four male groups, for all four speech types, resulting in a total of 60 size assessment trials per participant. Voices were presented to participants in a private room via a custom computer interface and through Sennheiser HD-280 PRO headphones.
On each trial, listeners were presented with two men's voices of the same speech type (modal, whispered, modal SWS, or whispered SWS). Voices were played consecutively, prompted by the participant selecting the 'play' button for the individual file. After listening to each voice in the pair, participants were asked to select which of the two voices belonged to the taller man by selecting the corresponding button on the screen. Participant responses automatically loaded the next trial. Trials were blocked by speech type. The presentation order of blocks, of paired voice stimuli within each block, and of voice stimuli within each pair was fully randomized. The order of vowels in each voice stimulus was always /ɑ/, /i/, /ε/, /o/, and /u/. Following the experiment, participants provided their age.
Results and Discussion
We coded a response as correct ("1") if the speech stimulus chosen was that of the taller man's in the pair and otherwise as incorrect ("0"). Trials on which there was no difference in height between men in a pair (n ϭ 3 pairs) or in which the difference in height was negligible (i.e., Յ0.5 cm, n ϭ 3 pairs) were not included in analyses; however, their removal did not affect the general pattern or statistical significance of our results. The effect of speech type on listeners' accuracy scores did not vary as a function of the male group which they were assigned to assess (no significant group-by-speech-type interactions in repeated measures analysis of variance (rmANOVA): all F Ͻ 1.4, all p Ͼ .249). Hence, for statistical analyses, size assessment accuracy scores were averaged across listeners from Groups 1-4 for each speech type. We confirmed that the data were normally distributed for all speech types (Shapiro-Wilk, df ϭ 77, modal: W ϭ 0.969, p ϭ .06; whispered: W ϭ 0.971, p ϭ .074; modal SWS: W ϭ 0.989, p ϭ .724; whispered SWS: W ϭ 0.973, p ϭ .102).
The effects of speech type and men's relative height on size assessment accuracy. Listeners performed above chance (Ͼ0.5 proportion correct, two-tailed one-sample t tests) in assessments of size from modal speech, t(76) ϭ 7.69, p Ͻ .001; whispered speech, t(76) ϭ 2.66, p ϭ .01; modal SWS, t(76) ϭ 2.05, p ϭ .044; and whispered SWS, t(76) ϭ 3.24, p ϭ .002 ( Figure 2a ). After controlling for multiple comparisons, size assessment accuracy remained significantly above chance for modal speech, whispered speech, and whispered SWS (Bonferroni correction, ␣/n ϭ 0.0125, two-tailed). Thus, listeners extracted reliable size information from speech whether or not voice pitch was present and whether voice stimuli were natural or synthesized.
If it were true that voice pitch confounds accurate size assessment, listeners' accuracy would be expected to be higher for synthesized SWS and natural whispered speech, both of which are devoid of pitch cues, relative to modal speech that contains natural pitch. In fact, accuracy in listeners' size assessments was higher for natural than for synthesized (SWS) stimuli, rmANOVA, F(1,73) ϭ 6.38, p ϭ .014, and higher for modal than for whispered speech among natural but not among synthesized voices, F(1,73) ϭ 6.63, p ϭ .012. Planned paired-sample t tests (twotailed) revealed that listeners' accuracy was significantly better for modal speech than for all other speech types, modal vs. whispered: t(76) ϭ 2.89, p ϭ .005; modal vs. modal SWS: t(76) ϭ 3.7, p Ͻ .001; modal vs. whispered SWS: t(76) ϭ 3.07, p ϭ .003, whereas accuracy did not differ among the other three speech types (all |t| Ͻ 0.979, all p Ͼ .33; Figure 2a ). Thus, listeners were more rather than less accurate in size assessments when pitch cues were present, despite the absence of a reliable physical relationship between pitch and height in this sample of men (see Table A3 ).
Regression analyses showed that accuracy generally improved as the difference in height between men increased (Figures 3 and 4) . Linear regression indicated that size assessment accuracy increased with the difference in height between male vocalizers for modal speech, F(1,51) ϭ 4.486, p ϭ .039, ␤ ϭ 0.284, R 2 ϭ 0.081; whispered speech, F(1,50) ϭ 5.714, p ϭ .021, ␤ ϭ 0.320, R 2 ϭ 0.10; and modal SWS conditions, F(1,51) ϭ 6.323, p ϭ .015, ␤ ϭ 0.332, R 2 ϭ 0.11. The linear regression slope for whispered SWS was not significant, F(1,50) ϭ 1.471, p ϭ .231, ␤ ϭ Ϫ0.169, R 2 ϭ 0.03 ( Figure 3 ). The results of our linear regression for modal speech are similar to those reported by Rendall et al. (2007) . If voice pitch confounds size assessment, we might expect that the slope of the linear regression of accuracy on relative height (Figure 3 ) would be steeper for modal speech than for whispered speech or SWS. This is because, to counteract the apparently erroneous cues to size provided by pitch, listeners might require greater differences in height (and indeed, in formants) between men to assess body size accurately when pitch cues are present than when pitch cues are absent. However, we did not find any evidence of this. In fact, linear regression slopes were comparable among modal (␤ ϭ 0.284), whispered (␤ ϭ 0.320), and modal SWS (␤ ϭ 0.332) conditions.
We also fitted an inverse cumulative distribution function to our data using the probit model. The probit model is preferred for analyzing a binary response variable obtained from a two-alternative forced-choice task because it produces estimated probabilities of likelihood that are constrained between 0 and 1, and allows for the effect of the independent variable to vary across different values of the dependent variable (Long, 1997) . Akin to the results of the linear regressions, the probit model showed that the probability of correct size assessment increased with the relative difference in height between male vocalizers for modal speech (estimated increase in accuracy Z score for every cm difference in height Ϯ SE ϭ 0.20 Ϯ 0.007, p ϭ .005), whispered speech (0.25 Ϯ 0.007, p ϭ .001), and modal SWS (0.016 Ϯ 0.007, p ϭ .028), but not for whispered SWS (0.003 Ϯ 0.008, p ϭ .73; Figure 4) .
Noting the linear shape of these psychometric functions (Figure 4 ), we can see that the effect of men's relative height on listeners' accuracy was effectively constant across height differences. In addition, listeners performed around chance levels when the differences in height between men were close to 0, and improved as the difference in height increased, but listeners did not approach the upper limit of optimal performance (i.e., 0.95-1 proportion correct) and thus the functions do not asymptote near 1. For this reason, the linear regression models provided a better fit to our data than did the probit models This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. . Mean proportion correct size assessment (Ϯ SEM) as a function of (a) speech type ( ‫ء‬ p Ͻ .0125 Bonferroni correction, one-sample t tests comparing accuracy for each speech type against chance, and paired-sample t tests comparing accuracy among speech types; all tests two-tailed, n ϭ 77 listeners) and (b-c) the formants and/or voice pitch of the taller male relative to the shorter male in a vocalizer pair for the modal speech condition ( ‫ء‬ p Ͻ .05; ns, p Ͼ .05, two-tailed one-sample t tests; see Table 1 for additional details). Mean proportion correct refers to the average proportion of trials in which the taller male vocalizer was correctly identified relative to chance. Thus, the y-axis represents the difference between participant's mean accuracy and chance accuracy, where values above 0 indicate above-chance performance, and values below 0 indicate below-chance performance The color version of this figure appears in the online article only. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
6 measures were significantly correlated with one another (twotailed bivariate regressions: |r| modal ϭ 0.56 -0.999, all p Ͻ .01, Table A5 ), as were voice pitch measures (|r| ϭ 0.993-0.999, all p Ͻ .01, Table A6 ). Regardless of the measure used, formants predicted relative height better than did voice pitch (Table A3) . Nevertheless, listener's size assessment accuracy with modal speech was predicted both by differences in men's formants, ANOVA, F n : F(1,53) ϭ 24.95, p Ͻ .001, and differences in men's voice pitch, F 0 : F(1,53) ϭ 54.42, p Ͻ .001, together accounting for 62% (Adjusted R 2 ) of the variance in accuracy, F n ϩ F 0 : F(1,53) ϭ 41.64, p Ͻ .001. Relatively lower formants or lower pitch in the taller vocalizer independently facilitated accuracy in size assessment, resulting in above-chance performance, whereas higher formants or higher pitch did not, resulting in chance performance. The facilitating effects of lower formants or pitch were significantly greater than the null effects of higher formants or pitch, independent two-tailed t tests, F n : t(52) ϭ 2.76, p ϭ .01; F 0 : t(52) ϭ 5.85, p Ͻ .001. In other words, both voice features independently aided accurate size assessment, and neither independently confounded accurate size assessment. Notably, lower pitch in the taller vocalizer resulted in a mean accuracy of at least 70% across all trials (Table 1) .
The combined effects of formants and pitch on accuracy were cumulative (Table 1; Figure 2c ). When the taller vocalizer had both lower formants and lower voice pitch, accuracy reached its highest level (80%). Likewise, only when the taller vocalizer had both higher formants and higher voice pitch did accuracy fall significantly below chance (23%). This pattern of results suggests that listeners may have shifted their criterion for relative size assessment, particularly on trials in which the frequency differences in the pitch and formants of vocalizers' voices were congruent. Thus, there appears to have been a consistent response bias toward correctly choosing the taller male when his pitch and formants were both lower relative to the shorter males, but a consistent bias toward incorrectly choosing the shorter male when his pitch and formants were This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
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VOICE PITCH FACILITATES BODY SIZE ASSESSMENT both relatively higher. This possible response bias is not as apparent on trials in which the frequency differences in the pitch and formants of vocalizers were incongruent. This supports the previous conclusion that the effects of voice pitch and formants on size perception were cumulative.
Experiment 2: Does the Absence of Voice Pitch Hinder Formant-Based Size Perception?
If voice pitch must be present in the acoustical signal for listeners to be able to extract body size information from the formant frequencies of the voice, then removing pitch from the voice might in fact impair size assessment. If this were true, it may explain the results of Experiment 1, wherein listeners were less accurate in size assessments when pitch cues were absent than when pitch cues were present. We tested this possibility in Experiment 2 by examining how the presence or absence of voice pitch affected listeners' perceptions of size from modal and whispered voices with manipulated formants.
Modal speech with lowered compared to raised formants is typically associated with larger perceived size when controlling for voice pitch (Feinberg et al., 2005; Pisanski et al., 2012; . However, it is not known whether lowered formants in natural whispered speech, where pitch cues are entirely absent, will elicit analogous perceptions of size among same-sex adults. A recent psychoacoustic study by Irino et al. (2012) has shown that the just-noticeable difference in size perception from formants is the same (ϳ5%) for synthesized voiced speech and synthesized whispered speech, suggesting that formant shifts in natural voices would also be equally perceivable regardless whether pitch is present or absent. b Proportion correct size assessment (M Ϯ SDs) based on a total of 54 vocalizer pairs whose difference in height exceeded 0.5 cm.
c Two-tailed one-sample t tests against chance (0.50). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Participants
For Experiment 2, a new group of 40 women (age ϭ 19.38 Ϯ 2.62 years) and 18 men (age ϭ 21.17 Ϯ 5.15 years) was recruited from Conestoga College's nursing undergraduate research pool. All participants received partial course credit and provided informed consent.
Materials
The voices used in Experiment 2 (5 modal and 5 whispered from the same 5 men) were randomly drawn from the pool of speech stimuli used for Experiment 1. The formant component of men's modal and whispered speech was raised or lowered by 10% from baseline using Praat, holding F 0 and harmonics constant in the case of modal speech (Boersma & Weenink, 2013; Feinberg et al., 2005) . These manipulations were performed using resampling override and Pitch-Synchronous Overlap Add (PSOLA) algorithms to return pitch to its original value (now a standard feature in Praat; Boersma & Weenink, 2013) . The magnitude of these manipulations corresponded to approximately two times the justnoticeable difference in formant perception from vowels (Pisanski & Rendall, 2011) , similar to that used in previous work examining the effects of manipulated formants on size perception (Pisanski & Rendall, 2011) , and was representative of a large portion of the natural variation in formants among men (Lee et al., 1999; Peterson & Barney, 1952; Pisanski & Rendall, 2011) . We paired raisedformant with lowered-formant speech stimuli within vocalizers and within each speech type resulting in a total of 10 voice pairs (5 modal-modal and 5 whispered-whispered). Thus, both voice stimuli within a pair originated from the same man, such that the only difference between the stimuli was in their formants (raised vs. lowered).
Procedure
The experiment was completed online. Previous research using an analogous procedure has shown that listeners' voicebased assessments of men are the same whether collected online or in the laboratory (Feinberg et al., 2011) . Before beginning the experiment, all participants consented to wearing headphones for the duration of the experiment. Each participant then completed a total of 10 trials. On each trial, participants were presented with a single pair of voices (raised-formant vs. lowered-formant) matched for speech type. Akin to Experiment 1, voices were played consecutively, prompted by the participant selecting the 'play' button for the individual file. After listening to each voice in the pair, participants were asked to select which of the two voices belonged to the taller man by selecting the corresponding button on the screen. Participant responses automatically loaded the next trial. The presentation of voice pairs was blocked by speech type. The order of speech type was counterbalanced between participants (whispered followed by modal, or, modal followed by whispered) and the presentation order of voice stimuli within each voice pair was fully randomized (raised-formant voice played first, or, lowered-formant voice played first). The order of vowels in each voice stimulus was always /ɑ/, /i/, /ε/, /o/, and /u/. Following the experiment, participants provided their age and sex.
Results and Discussion
Responses were coded as "1" if the voice chosen was that with lowered formants and otherwise as "0". We then calculated the proportion of trials on which listeners associated relatively lower formants with larger size by averaging responses across trials and participants within each condition. Because the data were heavily skewed, and not normally distributed for either speech type (Shapiro-Wilk, df ϭ 58, modal: W ϭ 0.811, p Ͻ .001, skewness ϭ Ϫ0.94; whispered: W ϭ 0.862, p Ͻ .001, skewness ϭ Ϫ0.73), we used nonparametric statistical tests to analyze listeners' responses (all two-tailed).
For both modal (M Ϯ SD ϭ 75 Ϯ 29%) and whispered speech (71 Ϯ 29%), listeners associated relatively lower formants with larger body size on approximately three quarters of all trials, and significantly above chance (one-sample binomial tests vs. 0.5, n ϭ 58, p Ͻ .001). We found no significant effect of speech type (Wilcoxon's signed rank, n ϭ 58: Z ϭ Ϫ1.36, p ϭ .17) or of listener sex (Mann-Whitney, n ϭ 58; modal: U ϭ 286, p ϭ .19; whispered: U ϭ 285, p ϭ .20) on formant-based perceptions of size.
Consistent with the psychoacoustic work of Irino et al. (2012) , the absence of voice pitch did not hinder listeners' ability to extract size information from the formant frequencies of the voice. Thus, the absence of pitch cannot explain the results of Experiment 1.
Experiment 3: Does Harmonic Density of Voice Pitch
Facilitate Formant-Based Size Perception?
The absence of voice pitch did not hinder formant-based size perception (Experiment 2). However, the presence of voice pitch, and in particular, the density of harmonics sampling the formant envelope, may facilitate formant perception and thereby increase the accuracy of listeners' size assessments. More densely spaced harmonics in a low-pitched voice (see spectrogram in Figure 5 for illustration) have been shown to enhance the salience of corresponding formant frequencies and to aid in vowel perception (Assmann & Nearey, 2008; Ryalls & Lieberman, 1982) and in the perception of size information from synthetic tones (Charlton, Taylor, & Reby, 2013) . If this is also true for formant-based size perception from natural human voices, it may explain why listeners in Experiment 1 performed better from speech containing pitch, and in particular, better when the taller male's voice pitch was relatively lower than higher (Table 1; Figure 2 , b and c). We tested the Harmonic Density Hypothesis in a third experiment. We predicted that if denser harmonics enhance formant detection in natural speech and improve the accuracy of size perception, accuracy would be relatively higher in the lowered-pitch condition.
Participants
For Experiment 3, a new group of 120 women was recruited from the psychology undergraduate research pool at McMaster University. All participants received partial course credit and provided informed consent. Each participant was randomly assigned to a raised-pitch (n ϭ 60, age ϭ 20 Ϯ 2.6 years) or lowered-pitch condition (n ϭ 60, age ϭ 19 Ϯ 2.19 years). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Materials
The 60 modal speech stimulus pairs used in Experiment 3 were identical to those used in Experiment 1, except that for Experiment 3, the F 0 of the modal stimulus pairs was manipulated using Praat's PSOLA algorithm (Boersma & Weenink, 2013) holding formants constant. The voice F 0 of all speech stimuli was either raised or lowered by adding or subtracting 0.5 ERBs of the baseline F 0 for speech stimuli used in the raised-pitch and lowered-pitch conditions, respectively (note that both vocalizers within each pair received the same pitch manipulation). The ERB scale controls for discrepancies between F 0 and perceived pitch, where one ERB is roughly equivalent to a 20 Hz absolute F 0 manipulation of a voice with a mean F 0 of 120 Hz, or to roughly 3 semitones. Thus, our manipulations resulted in a mean F 0 difference of about 40 Hz between the raised-pitch and lowered-pitch groups of male vocalizer pairs (e.g., see spectrogram in Figure 5 ). This difference is greater than the just-noticeable difference in voice pitch perception (Pisanski & Rendall, 2011) . Critically, the magnitude of our F 0 manipulation (a 40-Hz difference between conditions) was exactly analogous to the degree of natural variation in pitch among men in Experiment 1, where men's natural voice pitch ranged from 90.4 -129.8 Hz.
Procedure
The experimental procedure for Experiment 3 was identical to Experiment 1 except that each participant assessed the relative size of all 60 male pairs (pairs from Groups 1-4 inclusive), in either the raisedpitch or lowered-pitch condition. Once again, listeners were presented with two men's voices and asked to select which of the two voices on each trial belonged to the taller man.
Results and Discussion
We confirmed that the data were normally distributed for both conditions (Shapiro-Wilk, df ϭ 30, raised-pitch: W ϭ 0.959, p ϭ .30; lowered-pitch: W ϭ 0.967, p ϭ .45). Figure 5 illustrates that listeners performed significantly better in the lowered-pitch condition where harmonics were denser (M Ϯ SD ϭ 60.25 Ϯ 6.59% correct) than in the raised-pitch condition where harmonics were sparser (57.72 Ϯ 5.93%); one-way ANOVA, F(1,118) ϭ 4.893, p ϭ .029. Thus, as predicted, we found that harmonic density facilitated accurate voice-based size perception. However, its effect size (Cohen's d ϭ 0.41) was one-quarter the strength of what is to be expected by the asymmetrical gains-to-losses in accuracy reported in the modal condition of Experiment 1 (where Cohen's d ϭ 1.62). That is, the gains in accuracy observed in Experiment 1 on trials in which the taller vocalizer had relatively lower voice pitch were considerably greater than any losses in accuracy that resulted from his having relatively higher voice pitch. Moreover, despite a comparable pitch range in the two Experiments (40 Hz), the ratio of gains-to-losses in accuracy between lower and higher voice pitch observed in Experiment 1 was, on average, on the order of 25% (Table 1) . This is much greater than the ratio of gains-tolosses observed in Experiment 3. Hence, while harmonic density Mean proportion correct size assessment was significantly higher for the lowered-pitch condition (high harmonic density) than for the raised-pitch condition (low harmonic density; ‫ء‬ p ϭ .029, two-tailed one-way analysis of variance [ANOVA] , n ϭ 120). (b) Narrowband spectrograms depicting a stimulus male's voice (vowel /ε/) with raised pitch (F 0 ϭ 122 Hz) and lowered pitch (F 0 ϭ 83 Hz). Lower voice pitch (i.e., denser harmonics) provided a better carrier signal from which to resolve formants and assess body size The color version of this figure appears in the online article only. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
10 certainly plays a role, it cannot fully explain the facilitating role of voice pitch in body size assessment.
General Discussion
The results of these experiments provides evidence that human listeners are more accurate in voice-based assessments of men's relative body size when pitch cues are present than when pitch cues are absent. This is true despite the lack of a robust, direct relationship between voice pitch and men's body size in our sample of men. This finding, in addition to the finding that size assessment accuracy increases with the harmonic density of human speech, provides support for an indirect, facilitating role of voice pitch in body size assessment.
We took several measures to ensure that our results were not due to distorted, degraded, or noisy whispered speech. First, we confirmed that modal and whispered formants were significantly correlated and that the formant differences between men (relative F 1 -F 4 ) were largely the same for modal and whispered speech. Second, we presented all stimuli at the same normalized amplitude to each participant. Pilot testing indicated that listeners did not perceive any differences in the loudness of modal and whispered speech. Moreover, if perceived loudness had been lower for whispered than for all other speech types, accuracy for whispered speech may have been lower than for SWS, but this was not the case. Third, listeners proved capable of assessing relative size from whispered speech above chance, confirming that size information was preserved in unvoiced speech, and performed no worse than from modal SWS where sound was periodic and without a periodic noise in the signal.
The results of Experiment 2 further demonstrate that the absence of voice pitch does not in itself reduce listeners' ability to extract size information from formants, and that this cannot explain our findings. Whispering affects accuracy but not the perceptual association between low frequencies and perceived height. Indeed, recent work has found that the just-noticeable difference for formant-based size perception is the same (ϳ5%) for synthesized modal and synthesized whispered speech (Irino et al., 2012) . Whereas Irino and colleagues have shown that synthetic whispered speech supports size assessment over a wide range of formants representing men, women, and children, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 of the current study show that relative size can be gleaned from natural whispered speech even among same-sex adults, where the differences in formants among individuals are considerably smaller.
The results of Experiment 3 indicate that accurate size assessment is, at least in part, tied to the density of the spectral sample. The denser sampling provided by lower voice pitch appears to increase the salience of corresponding formant frequencies, aiding listeners in extracting reliable formant-based (i.e., vocal-tract or size) information from the voice. This finding is in line with earlier work that has shown that formant-based vowel perception is more accurate with natural voices with a lower than higher pitch (150 Hz range in F 0 ; Ryalls & Lieberman, 1982) , and that listeners are more likely to associate downward shifts in formant spacing with larger perceived body size from synthesized tones of a lower than higher pitch (310-Hz range in F 0 ; Charlton et al., 2013) . It is important that our work provides the first evidence to our knowledge that low voice pitch not only improves formant perception, but also results in more accurate within-sex size assessment from human speech with natural formants. Moreover, we show that this is true even when the differences in voice pitch represent the natural degree of variation found among same-sex adults. The current study contributes to a growing body of literature that has found that voice pitch and formants interact in complex ways to affect voice perception (Feinberg et al., 2011; Patterson et al., 2008; Vestergaard et al., 2009 Vestergaard et al., , 2011 .
Although the relationships among formants, vocal-tract length, and height are relatively weak within sexes compared to between sexes (Fitch & Giedd, 1999; González, 2004 González, , 2007 Patterson et al., 2008; Rendall et al., 2005) , the current set of experiments and those by Rendall et al. (2007) show that listeners can nevertheless assess the relative size of same-sex adults from natural voiced speech by attending to differences in formants. It is not known, however, whether listeners preferentially attend to variation in certain formants more than in others. On one hand, the relative positions of F 1 and F 2 shift constantly in continuous speech within individuals, facilitating vowel perception, whereas F 3 and F 4 remain more stable and may as a consequence provide more reliable information about vocal-tract length (Greisbach, 1999) . On the other hand, neuroimaging studies have shown that normalization processes that compensate for individual differences in vocal-tract length during vowel perception occur early in the processing of speech sounds and mainly involve the lower formants, F 1 -F 3 (Monahan & Idsardi, 2010; Sjerps, Mitterer & McQueen, 2011) . Thus, F 4 is relatively inconsequential for size normalization. Finally, Fant (1960, p. 121 ) noted variation in the relation of different formants to different physical dimensions of the oral and nasal cavities and supralaryngeal vocal-tract. Variation in anatomical constraints on different formants might additionally affect their relative reliability as cues to size. Taken together, it is possible that certain formants may indicate size more reliably than others, but it is unclear which formants. It is important to note that listeners in Experiment 1 estimated relative size from three-formant SWS containing only three sine waves corresponding to formants F 1 -F 3 . Listeners' accuracy from SWS was above chance and no different than from whispered speech, which contained higher formants, indicating that the lower formants are sufficient for size assessment. Nevertheless, because F 4 may contain additional size information, future studies should investigate whether size assessment accuracy is relatively higher for four-formant SWS than for threeformant SWS.
Because we were ultimately interested in the processes and mechanisms that individuals use to assess relative body size, particularly of same-sex individuals and in everyday life, we designed our Experiments to reflect the natural difficulty of size discrimination at this level. The differences in men's formants and voice pitch reflected the natural degree of variation in the general population of men. Likewise, the range of heights in our sample of male vocalizers (167-193 cm) was analogous to the ranges reported in numerous other studies that have examined voice-based estimation of men's body size from natural speech stimuli (Bruckert et al., 2006; Collins, 2000; Rendall et al., 2007) or the relationship between formants and physical height (Bruckert et al., 2006; Collins, 2000; Evans et al., 2006; González, 2004 González, , 2007 Graddol & Swann, 1983; Hamdan et al., 2012; Hollien & Jackson, 1973; Künzel, 1989; Majewski et al., 1972; van Dommelen & Moxness, 1995) . This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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While the design of our study was intended to increase the ecological validity and generalizability of our results, a potential drawback of the design is that, for some male voice pairs, the differences in formants or height may have been too small for listeners to perceive. Psychoacoustic studies have shown that the just-noticeable difference for formant-based size discrimination from isolated vowel sounds is approximately 7%-8%, slightly higher than the just-noticeable difference for size discrimination from vowels paired with consonants in single-syllable phrases (4%-6%) or vowels embedded in words (5%; Irino et al., 2012; Ives et al., 2005; . These studies used synthesized voices that were scaled to represent uniform differences in formants across a wide range of apparent vocal-tract lengths, many representing body sizes beyond the natural range of the general population (i.e., very short children or very tall adults). Nevertheless, the just-noticeable difference in formant perception reported for natural human speech (5%-6% for vowels in words; Pisanski & Rendall, 2011) is consistent with the thresholds established using synthetic speech-like sounds. Also consistent with these thresholds are the results of Rendall et al. (2007) , who reported that listeners were unable to accurately assess the relative height of men from natural voiced speech when differences in height between the two men were less than 10 cm.
The present study provides the foundation for future work to investigate whether harmonic density improves accuracy of size estimation between age-sex classes (e.g., between men and women or children and adults) in which the relative formants and heights of paired vocalizers are likely to consistently exceed perceptual discrimination thresholds. The effect of harmonic density on size perception may be greater in populations exhibiting a wider range of pitch and formants. It is interesting that psychoacoustic studies show that in the range of vocal-tract lengths representing small children, the influence of voice pitch decreases with vocal-tract length more rapidly for low-pitched than for high-pitched synthetic voices (discussed in Patterson et al., 2008) . Future work should also examine whether the role of harmonic density in size perception is greater for syllable phrases, words, and longer stretches of speech than it is for sequences of isolated vowel sounds.
We argue that it is unlikely that humans are better at assessing size from the voice when both pitch and formants are present simply because this is typical in everyday life or because listeners have more experience with modal speech than with SWS or whispered speech. First, the results of Experiment 2 demonstrate that formant-based size perception is similar for modal and whispered speech. Listeners do not appear to have any difficulty associating formant manipulations with size in whispered speech despite their relative lack of familiarity with this type of speech, but rather show deficits only in their ability to assess size accurately from whispers. This is further evidenced by an equivalent just-noticeable difference in size perception between modal and whispered speech (Irino et al., 2012 ; although the just-noticeable difference in size perception for SWS may be analogous to that for modal and whispered speech, there is currently no research to support this). Second, expertise and familiarity cannot explain why only relatively lower voice pitch facilitated accuracy from modal speech, especially if taller and shorter individuals are equally likely to have relatively higher voice pitch as they were in our sample. Listeners are not likely to have learned from experience to associate low pitch with large size within sexes because they would not have experienced this association any more frequently than they would have experienced the association between low pitch and small size or high pitch and large size. Finally, simply using a strategy involving consistently applying a learned perceptual rule or heuristic that "low is large" (Morton, 1977; Pisanski et al., 2012) would not result in above-chance accuracy because low voice pitch is not directly related to size within sexes.
Future work should nevertheless explore other viable explanations for the facilitating role of voice pitch in body size perception above and beyond that which can be explained by increased spectral sampling or harmonic density. It may, for instance, be the case that the relationship between voice pitch and size within sexes is present but is statistically weak requiring large samples (Puts et al., 2012) or nonlinear statistics (Fitch & Giedd, 1999; Turner et al., 2009 ). There may also be additional pitch-related features of the human voice that can provide reliable information about size but that have yet to be thoroughly investigated (e.g., jitter and shimmer; González, 2007; Hamdan et al., 2012) .
Conclusions
We tested a number of hypotheses to empirically address the proposal that voice pitch confounds within-sex size estimation from the human voice. We overturn this common belief. Despite having no reliable direct relationship to men's height, we show that voice pitch nevertheless aids listeners in accurate size perception, in part by providing a strong carrier signal for formants. Determining the physical and perceptual mechanisms (misattributions or otherwise) underlying vocal indices of body size is essential to understanding signaler-receiver psychology as well as, more broadly, the origins and functions of animal vocalizations. Note. F n ϭ average formant frequency; VTL ϭ apparent vocal-tract length; P f ϭ formant position; D f ϭ formant dispersion; MFF ϭ geometric mean formant frequency (see Equations 1-5); F 0 ϭ fundamental frequency; ERB ϭ equivalent rectangular bandwidth; Hz ϭ hertz; F= ϭ standardized formant. Means and SDs of voice measures taken from n ϭ 30 men. a The percentage (and number) of vocalizer pairs in which the voice measure predicted the relative difference in height between men (i.e. the taller man had relatively lower formants [or longer VTL] or lower pitch than did the shorter man), based on 54 vocalizer pairs whose difference in height exceeded 0.5 cm. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
(Appendix continues)
This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Note. Hz ϭ hertz; F 1 -F 4 ϭ first to fourth formant. Means Ϯ SDs of the relative formants (first to fourth) of men in vocalizer pairs taken from either modal or whispered speech (n ϭ 54 pairs), and results of paired sample t tests comparing relative formants between modal and whispered speech types. a Differences in men's F 1 -F 4 within each pair were calculated by subtracting the F i of the shorter male in the pair from the corresponding F i of the taller male in the pair, such that mean differences below 0 reflect relatively lower F i in the taller male. b Results of paired sample t tests (df ϭ 53, two-tailed) indicate that men's relative F 1 , F 2 , and F 4 were no different for modal and whispered speech. Differences in F 3 between men were greater for whispered than for modal speech but were in the predicted direction (the taller man had lower F 3 than the shorter man). Thus, any differences in relative formants across speech types could only have improved listeners' accuracy from whispered speech and whispered SWS compared to modal speech, and therefore cannot account for listeners' poorer performance from whispered and SWS compared with modal speech in Experiment 1. ‫ء‬ p Ͻ .05, two-tailed paired sample t test. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
